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LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE MONT CEIHS RAILWAY. by these springs is regulated by bars bearing upon I Moreover, as spring· bottom oil cups are usually 
them, which bars are capable of adjustment by means I made, the bottom is often "set" or dished by un
of a shaft extending across the engine, and furnished I necessary pressure, so that in a short time it is us'e
with right and left handed screws. This shalt carries less for its office. 
at the end of it a worm wheel, into which gears a In this invention, as shown by the engraving, these 
worm connected by shaf[s and bevel gear, with a evils are eft'ectually overcome. The first one, by 
hand wheel on the foot plate, and the pressure put placing the cup within a false bottom, A, as shown in 
upon the horizontal wheels can thuB be regulated by the broken·out part, and the second by inserting a 
the driver. button or cap, B, in the false bottom, l:!0 that it bears 

The slide valves are driven by eccentrics fixed upon on the true bottom, as at C, but is prevented trom 
the leading axle, the eccentric rods being coupled to the springing it in too much by coming in contact with 
lower end of arms or levers working on a shaft., car- a shoulder turned on the false bottom. This cap is 
ried across the front of the engine between the cylin- flush with thfli ·�aid bottom, and doe� not interfere 
der and the large rocking shaft to which the piston with it in any way. It will be seen that, by its roo 
rods are connected. The valve spindles are carried tundity, it tends to preserve -an upright form, so that 
through the front end of the steam chest and coupled the nozzle is always erect when the can is full; when 
the upper ends of the arms just mentioned. The it is empty it makes no differenc<il how the cup 
boiler is 8 feet 41 inches long, and 3 feet 2 inches in stands. 
diameter; it is made with a " fiush " fire·box casting, These improvements add to the durability and ef 
and contains 158 tubes It inches external diameter. ficiency ot the utensil. Application for a patent is 
The total heating surface of fire box and tubes is pending through the Scientific American Patent 
600 squarefeet, and the fire-grate area is 10 square Agency by John Broughton. For turther information 
feet. The boiler is workej at a maximum pressure address BrougQton & Oatman, No. 41 Center stre')t, 
of 120 pounds. The water is carried in a pair of New York. 

In the line ot railway communication between 
France and Italy there at present exists a break, 
about forty· eight miles in length, between St. Michel 
on the French, and Susa on the Italian side of Mont 
Cenis. Between these to)\'ns the entire traffic, both 
of passengers and merchandise, is now carried on by 
horse traction, there being a very gool! road from 30 
to 32 feet widl! between the two- places. The pas· 
senger traffic is carried on by diligences, which are 
bound by contract to perform the .journey in nine 
hours during the summer, and ten and a half during 
the wintpr months. The tun!)e�whl\lb, is now being 
made through Mont Cenis is iOlendeJ, by directly 
connecting the French and Italian lines, to obviate 
the necessity for a passage over the moun tain; but 
the difficulties whicb have to be surmounted before 
it can be constructed are such that it seems scarcely 
probably that it can be completed in less than eleven 
years and a half Irom the prilsent date. This being 
the case, it has been proposed by Mr. Fell to carry a 
line of railway over the mountain, and to form it upon 
the road already existing. The French Government, 
when applied to, consented to grant a concession fur 
the construction of that portion of the line which 
was to be situateu within the French dominions, on 
condition that the practicability af the scheme should 
be satisfactorily proved; and the Italian Government 
also promised a concession lor the line constructed 
within their territory, provided that the French should 
be satisfied with the experiments. In consequence of 
this, an experirr,ental line has been constructed, 
1,960 meters, or about one and one· fourth miles in 
length, over the most difficult and exposed portion of 
tbe road, the site having been chosen by the French 
Commissioners. It commences at Lamlebourg, at an 
elevation of 5;322 feet,' and tt>rminates near the 
summit at a hight of 5,815 feet above the sea. The 
average gradient is therefore about 1 in 13, while the 
maximum gradient is 1 in 12. On about two·fifths 
of the length of the line the Curves are very sharp, 

tanks fixed upon the foot plate, and the engine' is 
furnished with a brake of the ordinary description, 
acting.on the trailing wh,eels only. The total weight 
of the engine in working order is about 17 tuns, and 
its net weight 1» tuns, of which about two tuns 13 
cwt, is due to,the extra_machinery for working the 
horizontal wheels. The pressure upon the horizon
tal wheels is, as we have already mentioned, adjust
able; during the experiments it amounted to 2t tuns 
or len tuns altogether, but this pressure can be in
creased if necessary to six tuns on each wheel, mak
ing the total prilssure 24 tuns. It is found to run 
very steadily, and to pa�s round th<:l sharpest curves 
without any jolting or grinding of the tire flanges, 
being perfectly guided by the pressure of the hori
zontal wheels against the center rail.-Egineeriag. 
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EXTENSION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART. 
---.l..-

We have in previous numbers of our paper fully 
described the simple and beautiful process of ]h . •  

Woodbury, o f  England, b y  wh,bh photographic pic
tures may be transferred to metallic plates and then 
printed-much in the same way that copper· plate en
gravings are produced. 

We have lately had the pleasure ot receiving, from 
the editor of the London Photographic News, a speci 
men of this new art of printing, which, in its details 
of light and shadow, softness and artistic finish, is 
all that could be desired. 

This new process is exceedingly simple, and there 
is hardly any limit to its application. It is admirably 
adapted to book illustrations, and for many purposes 
will supersede wood and plate engrayings. Natural 
objects can be photographed and then reproduced 
upon metallic plates for printing with a fidelity and 
harmony in the gradation of tints which hand work 
ea.n�ot possibly i�tate,.!. ' .  
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lIROUGHTON'S OILER. 

varying from two to five chains' radius; the curve of In cold weather the contents of oil cans congeal two chains' radius being necessary to bring the so that they cannot be used until thawed out. Of railway round the elbow formed by the junction of 
the third and fourth" zig-zags" of the present 'road 
upoIllrirleh the line is formed. 

The cylinders, of which there are in this engine 
one pair only, are fixed between the frames under the 
smoke· box, and are furnished with pistons, the rods 
of which pass through both back and front cylinder 
covers. That part of each piston rod which passes 
through the front cylinder cover is attached in the 
ordinary way to a crosshead, working between guides 
fastened to the front cylinder cover ani the leading 
buffer plate. Through the cross head there is a 
vertical slot, which receives a pin fixed at the end ot 
an arm, which is, in turn, fixed upon one of the rock
ing shafts already mentioned. The portion of each 
piston rod which is carried through the back cylinder 
cover is also attached to a crosshead, but in this in
stance the guide bar between which the crosshead 
works are placed on each side of , instead of above 
and below it. To these crossheads are attached con
hecting rods, the other ends of which are coupled to 
cranks place(l at the l!Ipper ends of the two vertical 
shafts on which tbe bind pair ot horizontal wheels 
are fixed. Below these connecting rods, but attached 
to the same crank pin, are placed coupling rods con
necting the cranks just mentioned with others fixed 
at the upper end� of the vertical axes of the lront 
pair of horizontal wlleels. The shafts upon which 
the hind pair of horizontal wheels are placed, have 
also fixed upon them pinions gearing into other pin
ions, turning on pins attached to the underside of a 
strong stay, carried across the engine between the 
frames; these two last pinions gear into one another. 
The horizontal wheels, being driven by the saUle' cyl· 
inders as the bearing wheels, are, of course, of the 
same diameter as the la.tter, viz., two feet three 
inches, and they are placed at a distance apart lon
gitudinally of 2 feet 4inches from center to center. 
The shafts of the horizontal wheels revolve in bear
ings carried by sliding frames, of which there are two, 
one to each of the engines. These frames work be- course a stove, if convenient, is the first resort in tween' guides fixed to transverse stays between the en- such an emergency, and the oil cup is immediately gine frames, and they are pressed towards the center 'placed on it. As a consequence the bottom which 01 the engine by six volute springs bearing on the. is spun in and eoldered, gets leaky, with disa�able back of each. The amount of the pressure ex;erted I resutt�, 
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. ,we publish IlJiJllterestlng accOulltof the process, 
from the News, in another column. 

The Proposed Channel Ferry 
�: The phrase" London to Paris in ten hours" is on 
which is tamiliar to most of us, yet, notWithstanding 
the well known shortness of the time in which a trip 
between the two capitals can be performed, there are 
many people who regard the journey with a certain 
amount of dread, arising in a great measure from the 
discomforts attending upon the passage across the 
Channel. We are sure, therefore, that the proposal 
for forming a Channel ferry, which is now before Par
liament, is one which, it properly carried out, will 
meet with great public favor. It is intended that the 
steamers forming the terry shall be one·third longer 
than those now running between Holyhead and 
Kingstown; that tbey shall be roofed o,er, and the 
trains-coming, say, trom London-shall be run 
bodily on to their decks, carried across the Channel, 
and transhipped to the French lines on the other side. 
The new boats are, under ordinary circumstances, to 
perform the passage in one hour, during which time 
the passengers may either remain in the carriages or 
avail themselves of the waiting and relreshment 
rooms with which the steamers will be turnished, The 
Custom House officers can also examine the luggage 
during the passage; and it is expected that the whole 
journey from London to Paris can thus be performed 
in eight hours. Owing to the great size of the 
steamers, it is expected that little inconvenience will 
be caused by the short chopping seas of the Channel. 
It is expected that the ferry may be brought into op
eration in two years' ttme.-Meckanics' Magazine. 

MANUFACTU,llERS of Leather and Rubber Belting 
will do well to advertise in the ScmNTIFIC AMERICAN. 
We have i.nquiries for such goods from various parts 
of the country from our readers. 
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THE Yorkshire LocomotiYe Works, England, are 
announced as capable ot building 400 locomotive;! 
per annum, or over one a day, 
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